WARNING To ALL Keepers of The Royal Assets
Global Circular 21st March 2016
From Kameran Abdul-Rahim Faily
Consultant to The Ancient Royal Families.
Peace be upon you ALL,
This is an update from the perspective of The Ancient Royal Families (aka “The Royals”) of the
current serious world events - especially those unfolding in the Middle East and in The BRICS
countries. Discussed are the real issues that are manifesting on the ground, as well as the
concerns of The Royals regarding the behaviour of the Global Community towards The Royal
Assets and concerns over their Keepership in general. So let us start with a bit of history as an
introduction.

Who are The Royals?
The Ancient Royal Families – not to be confused with the kings and queens of the current day
or the Dragons one hears about- are hardly mentioned in the news and that is how it is
supposed to be. The Royals for millennia have been looking after the planet, its treasures, its
land and occupants under the covenant known as “Mandate from Heaven”. They are
answerable to the Galactic Councils. The Royals own the title deeds of ALL of the lands and
are the ones who own the title of the “Public Land”, all the remaining land as being under
“Fair Use Keeping” and are the backers of ALL currencies in the system. As stewards of the
planet, they sub-let the land to “Implementers” who look after the running of the land for the
benefit of it’s upkeep and that of their occupants. Sometimes other Ancient Families become
Implementers and if Implementers use force and coercion, then they are termed as
“Dragons”. For example, Queen Elizabeth II is and Implementer and not part of The Royals, so
this should not be a matter of confusion. Sometimes they are given to groups or parties to
form governments and therefore use their Central Banks to manage some aspects of the
interface between The Royals and the Implementers. In recent history, The Committee of 300
was used for this interface, but now this organisation is no longer in operation and a new one
is in the process of being setup.

What are Keepers?
All of those working on behalf of The Royals as Implementers are also called “Keepers”.
Keepers have the obligation of the upkeep of the assets under their remit, including looking
after earth, heaven, natural resources, water and air, as well as the living beings therein and
the people who are benefitting. They are also responsible for the safety of the treasures
stored in the land and are not to touch them or handle them without explicit consent. Part of
these treasures are those held for the future of humanity and others are brought from outside
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of the planet for safe keeping on behalf of the different Galactic Councils. So “Governments”
are Keepers looking after the land called “Countries” and their people on behalf of The Royals.
For The Royals to manage these countries, then corporations – with the same name as the
countries - are used to manage the accountability of such keeperships; and their Central Banks
are then associated with these corporations and their accountability.

What are Global Agreements?
As long as the Keepers are looking after the people and all the assets under their Keepership,
The Royals normally let the Keepers be, with 70-year Global Agreement/Mandates used to
manage the Keepership programs. The last 70-year agreement made with The Royals was in
Bretton Woods Conference in 1944. This agreement included the agreement on the release
of funds into to the system and the major global development programs to uplift the
developing countries into a better state of being. This agreement ended 70 years on during
2014 with a temporary extension taking place, having the last funds made available as of the
middle of October 2015. After which ALL Global Accounts were returned back to The Royals.
As of the beginning of January 2016, no new agreements have been made and no new
releases have been affected. A new agreement is currently being put forward called “The
Global Peace Treaty”, details of which are being finalized before being presented to the Global
Community.

What are Keepership violations?
During the latter part of the Bretton Woods agreement years and ever since its ending, there
has been a worrying trend of violations and offences that have taken place against the Global
Assets and the Keepership system as a whole. But before going into these violations, let us
look into the different types of offences that The Royals are noticing which are of concern:
•

Type 1 Offences are those who directly/aggressively come against The Royals and/or
Assets. The remedy is complete removal of the aggressors and the forfeiting of their
Keepership, as well as the removal of ALL others that have provided material/logistic
support to them.

•

Type 2 Offences are those that have mishandled Royal Assets, like exposing the assets
without Explicit Authorization. The remedy is the forfeiting of their Keepership, as well
as ALL others that aided and abetted in these crimes.

•

Type 3 Offences are those that have neglected their Keepership role, like neglecting
the defence of the assets and/or not providing enough logistical support for their
upkeep. The remedy is the forfeiting of their Keepership and restoring the damage
caused.

It is clear from the above that The Royals regard the upkeep of Keepership as an important
part of the global system and view with seriousness any violation committed by the Keepers.
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What Violations are or about to take place?
There are a string of violations that have or about to be taking place, for which a stringent
“WARNING” is now given with associated “Cease and Desist” and “Imminent Declaration of
Loss of Keepership”:
1. There are currently gathering of forces attacking ancient Royal Assets in both Syria and
Iraq, as well as others waiting in the wings in readiness to join in the attacks. The Royals
view these attacks and these gatherings as directly coming against The Royal Assets and
therefore are Type 1 Offences and violation of Keepership. ALL parties are hereby
WARNED, are to CEASE AND DESIST and are given now IMMINENT DECLARATION OF LOSS
OF KEEPERSHIP. ALL PARTIES ARE TO RETURN BACK FROM ONCE THEY CAME FROM AND
TO STOP THE ATTACKS IMMEDIATELY. ALL Countries, Intelligence Agencies, Military,
Families and other Organizations who are involved in these violations are TO STOP
IMMEDIATELY AND GO BACK. A “Declaration of Loss of Keepership” including
“Enforcement Action” will immediately follow if even ONE FOOT is placed into any of
these two countries by the participating parties. Furthermore, ALL Countries that harbour
or support such groups, or are not in control of their internal keeps to stop these groups
from freely operating within their regions, will have committed Type 3 Offences and
violation of Keepership. Similar warning and actions are be acted upon them. No further
warnings will be given.
2. Furthermore, there are currently Royal Assets being exposed for either sale, theft or
placed as guarantees in the financial system. None of these sales or guarantees are
authorized by The Royals or have the blessings of The Royals. If in doubt, then please
contact myself or the relevant authorities to validate these transactions. The Royals
regard these illegal activities as Type 2 Offences and violation of Keepership. This
includes but not limited to the BRICS Bank, which has illegally used the guarantees of Royal
Assets without explicit authorisation. ALL parties are hereby WARNED, are to CEASE AND
DESIST and are given now IMMINENT DECLARATION OF LOSS OF KEEPERSHIP. ALL PARTIES
ARE TO RETURN BACK ALL THE ASSETS AND GUARANTEES AND TO STOP THE VIOLATIONS
IMMEDIATELY. ALL Countries, Intelligence Agencies, Military, Families and other
Organizations who are involved in these violations are TO STOP IMMEDIATELY AND
RESTORE THE ASSETS. A “Declaration of Loss of Keepership” including “Enforcement
Action” will immediately follow if further violations have taken place by the participating
parties. No further warnings will be given.
3. Furthermore, there are currently authentic and tangible reports of Planet Earth shortly
to go through an extended period of sever space-weather events, affecting the lives and
livelihood of everyone on the planet, as well severe disruptions to the normal way of life.
The setup of contingencies for the general population and contingencies for ALL of The
Royal Assets are hereby expected to take place by ALL Keepers. ALL Keepers are to report
back to The Royals their preparation plans for the overcoming of such events. The lack of
reporting or contingency or the disruption to the smooth running of the services under
their Keepership will be regarded as Type 3 Offences and violation of Keepership. A
“Declaration of Loss of Keepership” including “Enforcement Action” will immediately
follow if the violations are found to have taken place. No further warnings will be given.
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4. Furthermore, there are currently authentic and tangible reports that Royal Assets under
the Keep of The Vatican is reportedly under threat of attack by other groups as a way of
settling internal scores. The Royals view these potential attacks as disturbing. These
attacks will be regarded as directly coming against Royal Assets and therefore are Type 1
Offences and violation of Keepership. ALL parties are hereby WARNED, are to CEASE AND
DESIST and are given now IMMINENT DECLARATION OF LOSS OF KEEPERSHIP. ALL PARTIES
ARE TO CANCEL THEIR PLANS OF ATTACK IMMEDIATELY AND TO START NEGOTIATING TO
RESOLVE THE ISSUES BETWEEN THEMSELVES. The use of prohibited weapons will not be
tolerated. The Royals are not interested in being absorbed in mediating such issues
between Keepers. ALL Countries, Intelligence Agencies, Military, Families and other
Organizations who are involved in these violations are TO STOP IMMEDIATELY. A
“Declaration of Loss of Keepership” including “Enforcement Action” will immediately
follow if even ONE Royal Asset is negatively affected by the participating parties. No
further warnings will be given.
5. Furthermore, there are occasions when reports circulate of some Keepers preparing to
use Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD) in their conflicts, to be in control of the
situation. The use of WMD on their own regions or against the Keepership of others are
by necessity Type 1 Offences and violation of Keepership. ALL parties are hereby
WARNED, are to CEASE AND DESIST and are given now IMMINENT DECLARATION OF LOSS
OF KEEPERSHIP. ALL PARTIES ARE TO CANCEL THEIR PLANS OF WMD ATTACK
IMMEDIATELY AND TO START NEGOTIATING TO RESOLVE THE ISSUES BETWEEN
THEMSELVES. ALL Countries, Intelligence Agencies, Military, Families and other
Organizations who are involved in these violations are TO STOP IMMEDIATELY. A
“Declaration of Loss of Keepership” including “Enforcement Action” will immediately
follow if even ONE Royal Asset is negatively affected by the participating parties. No
further warnings will be given.

What are the next steps?
These due warnings are hereby given and is expected that such warnings are heeded by ALL
Keepers. Failure to heed such warnings and if found that the violation has taken place, then
The Royals reserve the full right to take any remedial Enforcement Actions necessary against
the individual Keeper and ALL those who are supporting them. These matters are viewed with
seriousness by The Royals, so should similarly be done by ALL Keepers. ALL Keepers are aware
of their Keepership responsibilities and therefore these warnings are not conditional on the
individual Keeper receiving such warnings; for this document is just a re-enforcement and a
reminder of the responsibilities and consequences of violating the Keepership agreement.
If any Keeper has any queries regarding the above, then please contact The Royals or myself
to discuss the said concerns.
Peace be upon you
Kameran Abdul-Rahim Faily
Consultant to The Ancient Royal Families
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